ART OF THE AIRPORT TOWER

Contemporary Towers

Aberdeen International Airport, Scotland, United Kingdom ABZ/EGPD
Abu Dhabi International Airport, United Arab Emirates AUH/OMAA
Bangkok-Suvarnabhumi Airport, Thailand BKK/VTBS
Barcelona El-Prat Airport, Spain BCN/LEBL
Bilbao Airport, Spain BIO/LEBB
Birmingham Airport, United Kingdom BHX/EGBB
Changi Airport, Singapore SIN/WSSS
Dubai International Airport, United Arab Emirates DXB/OMDB
Dubai World Central–Al Maktoum International Airport, United Arab Emirates DWC/OMDW
Edinburgh Airport, Scotland, United Kingdom EDI/EGPH
Edwards Air Force Base, California, United States EDW/KEDW
Fort Worth Alliance Airport, Texas, United States AFW/KAFW
Frankfurt Airport, Germany FRA/EDDF
Hangzhou Xiaoshan International Airport, China HGH/ZSHC
John F. Kennedy International Airport, New York, United States JFK/KJFK
Kuala Lumpur International Airport, Malaysia KUL/WMKK
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Kuala Lumpur International Airport, Malaysia - (Tower West) KUL/WMKK
London Heathrow Airport, United Kingdom LHR/EGLL
Los Angeles International Airport, California, United States LAX/KLAX
Newark Liberty International Airport, New Jersey, United States EWR/KEWR
Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport, Arizona, United States PHX/KPHX
Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport, Virginia, United States DCA/KDCA
Orlando International Airport, Florida, United States MCO/KMCO
Örnsköldsvik Airport, Sweden OER/ESNO
Oslo Airport, Norway OSL/ENGM
Oulu Airport, Finland OUL/EFOU
Paris-Orly Airport, France ORY/LFPO
Stockholm-Arlanda Airport, Sweden ARN/ESSA
Sundsvall Airport, Sweden SDL/ESNN
Sydney (Kingsford Smith) Airport, Australia SYD/YSSY
TAG Farnborough Airport, United Kingdom FAB/EGLF
Vienna International Airport, Austria VIE/LOWW

Historical Towers

Abu Dhabi International Airport, United Arab Emirates
Barcelona El-Prat Airport, Spain /1995
Barcelona El-Prat Airport, Spain/1965
Cincinnati Municipal Airport–Lunken Field Ohio, United States
Croydon Airport, United Kingdom
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East Fortune Field, Scotland, United Kingdom
Floyd Bennett Field, New York, United States
Ford Island, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, United States
Kingman Airport, Arizona, United States
LaGuardia Airport, New York, United States
Lemnos (Limnos) Hephaestus Airport, Greece
Old Port Columbus Airport, Ohio, United States
Paris–Le Bourget Airport, France
Torslanda Airport, Sweden
Turnhouse–Edinburgh Airport, Scotland, United Kingdom
Washington Dulles International Airport, Virginia, United States
Wichita Municipal Airport–Kansas Aviation Museum Kansas, United States
Wittman Regional Airport, Wisconsin, United States
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